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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in February

Portals
Portals Labs

Flashfood

HeyGo

Vendorpm

Rhyme

Standard Metrics

novi
Island

February Deal
Statistics
A record
month with
190 deals
announced.
57 A rounds
is impressive
as well.

Total Deals Announced

190

Non-US Deals

47

Most Active Firm
(US Deals)

Sequoia

Added to our Watch list

7

Stage of Investments
Seed Round

47

C Round

25

A Round

57

Other

26

B Round

35
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Trialjectory - 79/100

AI-based marketplace to help cancer patients, pharmaceutical companies and
clinical trial organizers to find one another.

Round Size

$5 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Greylock

Location

California, USA

Total Raised

$5 Million

Trialjectory provides a valuable and much needed service to cancer patients, pharmaceutical companies
and the organizers of clinical trials. Patients searching for appropriate trials upload detailed information
about their specific form of cancer, then search available trials based on the detailed parameters provided
by the drug manufacturers and trial organizers
In spite of its clear utility to all classes of user, the deal fell just short of the 80-point threshold for
blitzscalability, however, because we struggled to find evidence of the all-important winner-take-most
element. We don't believe that any of the participants in the marketplace would have a reason to uniquely
prefer Trialjectory should other similar offerings be brought to market, nor that any particular barrier to
entry exists that would thwart another competitor from replicating the core offering which in large
measure consists of tracking down the data pertaining to drugs and trial providers combined with effective
patient acquisition. We surmise that all parties involved would likely be equally satisfied if available clinical
trials could be filled qualified patients, regardless of the alternative service or platform used, and therefore
conclude that multi-tenanting would be likely to occur as soon as other entrants emerged.
As a software company, Trialjectory scored predictably well on metrics like gross margin, organizational
and operational scalability. We awarded it high marks for distribution for the fact that it offers trial
providers a new channel with specialized search-engine-like abilities to reach eligible patients, and patients
a new source of trials they may qualify for. News of this is likely to spread quickly by word of mouth
among highly motivated cancer patients.
.
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Novi Connect- 81/100

Marketplace for suppliers of ingredients used by cosmetic products
manufacturers and brands seeking inputs certified to meet various standards.

Round Size

$40 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

Tiger Global Management

Location

California, USA

Total Raised

$52 Million

Novi Connect is a marketplace for suppliers of chemicals used by cosmetic products manufacturers and
brands seeking ingredients certified to comply with over 100 standards (eg, USDA Organic, Gluten Free,
Vegan, No Animal Testing, etc). Suppliers and brands alike have an incentive to plug in to a marketplace
like this which creates a winner-takes-most situation-- so they earn the maximum of 10 points here. It's
worth pointing out, however, that, in contrast to other marketplaces like Airbnb, which we would also have
scored 10/10, Novi's score does not represent the same level of blitzscaling opportunity. Airbnb created a
wholly new market and unique channel when it launched, and generated opportunities for multidirectional relationships to form (buyers can become sellers, and sellers can become buyers). However, in
the case of Novi Connect, suppliers are already selling through existing channels. What Novi offers them is
relatively less powerful therefore -- greater efficiency as opposed to a wholly new opportunity for market
expansion. In this world, sellers remain sellers alone, and buyers remain buyers.
On the dimension of Viral Growth and Distribution, we scored them 8/10 in recognition of the heavy lifting
needed to sign both sides of the marketplace up to the platform. The market size for beauty products is
enormous and gross margin for luxury products is high, so 10/10 for both. We awarded 8's for each of
organizational and operational scalability because Novi require suppliers to achieve and maintain
certification with a panoply of standards, which on the one hand makes the marketplace more appealing
to buyers but on the other demands a greater level of staffing for Novi to stay on top of all this.
Finally, we question the value-add of the marketplace: Will customers be retained after initial matches
have been made? In an ideal marketplace, customers continue to buy--but from different vendors each
time. That's not likely to be the case here, which could lead to circumvention and reduced retention.
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Rhyme - 82/100
Collaboration platform to intelligently accelerate the prior authorization
process between a network of providers, payers and patients

Round Size

$25 Million

Investment Series

Series C

Noted Investors

Insight Partners

Location

Columbus, Ohio, USA

Total Raised

$57 Million

Since the time of our podcast recording, this company we referred to as PriorAuthNow has rebranded
itself to Rhyme (www.getrhyme.com).
Most everyone at one time or another has faced the situation of requiring a medical procedure and
needing to obtain prior authorization of payment before proceeding. This is typically more complicated
and time consuming than it needs to be, a problem that becomes particularly acute when the need for
said care is similarly acute. Into this clear pain point in an enormous market (10/10) steps Rhyme with a
with a platform that connects providers, payers and patients in real time to make better and faster
decisions. They stress that the platform not only expedites a decision, but permits the intelligent
collaboration among counterparties along the way that makes that possible resulting in more efficient
healthcare outcomes for all .
The winner-takes-most element of this would result from being the first to sign up all the insurance
companies, hospitals and provider groups to become the single source solution. As a Series C, we credit
them with being well on their way in this process and so gave them a (10/10) in this category. They face
stronger headwinds when it comes to Viral Growth and Distribution (7/10), however, because even if
patients do spread the word to some degree they still face the long, slow slog of selling to large hospitals
and healthcare organizations. Again, as a Series C, and solving a clear market need, we awarded them
9/10 in PM Fit. Gross Margin (10/10), Org Scalability (10/10) and Ops Scalability (10/10).
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VendorPM - 83/100

Marketplace for property managers and vendors

Round Size

$6 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Bessemer

Location

Toronto, Canada

Total Raised

$8 Million

The Vendorpm.com platform is designed to make life easier for property managers by allowing them to plan
and manage (find service providers, perform tenders, manage contracts), building services by connecting
them with a marketplace of vetted service providers. Additionally, vendor performance metrics are provided
along with vendor fulfillment of a property manager's standards in important ESG areas such as diversity,
environmental standards, vaccine compliance, and more.
The platform possesses the characteristics of a marketplace, so we scored it 10 in Winner-Takes-Most and 8
in Viral Growth/Distribution, and a 9 in Organizational Scalability and 10 in Operational Scalability where the
principal challenges revolve around maintaining the accuracy and completeness of vendor provided
compliance data.
A good, solid blitzscaling prospect in an otherwise ordinary area of business that we have added to our watch
list for further research and diligence.
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Standard Metrics - 83/100
Standard Metrics standardizes and simplifies the collection of key metrics
from investors' portfolio companies.

Round Size

$23.7 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

8VC, Spark Capital

Location

San Francisco, CA, USA

Total Raised

$29.5 Million

As investors, we love the concept behind Standard Metrics. The principal audience for the product is
investors, who it enables to track portfolio company performance on a single platform. The product also
simplifies the process of periodic information requests--if portfolio companies to keep their reporting up
to date, such requests become far less necessary.
For portfolio companies, the product can almost be thought of as something akin to "investor relations in
a box." It greatly simplifies investor communications and likely reduces the need for (or at least the time
spent on) creating monthly investor update newsletters or responding individually to similar questions
and one-off requests for information from investors. Companies using the product report gaining
valuable business insights as well an improvement in the way they measure critical metrics in accordance
with industry-standard best practices.
Is the market large enough? People wondered the same when Carta first emerged as Shares, and it is
now growing nicely as the rising tide of venture investing lifts all related boats --so we gave at a 9/10 on
Market Size. It will enjoy a platform network effect resulting in us giving it a 9 in Winner Takes Most, and
the extreme virality that should occur as investors require portfolio companies to standardize on the
platform gives it a 9 on Viral Growth and Distribution as well. We scored it 9 on PM-Fit since we know the
problem well and the need for such a solution--whether or not we invest, we're likely to become a
customer! On Gross Margin, Org and Ops Scalability we scored it a 10/10 as a software company.
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Flashfood - 84/100
Flashfood is a mobile shopping platform connecting grocery stores with
additional food to its community at a discount.

Round Size

$12.3 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

General Catalyst

Location

Toronto, Canada

Total Raised

$16.3 Million

When the sell-by date posted on food in grocery stores has passed, that's not an automatic indicator that
the product is no longer fit for consumption. It simply means it can no longer be sold. Finding an off ramp
for these perfectly good products benefits grocers and consumers alike.
Flashfood enables grocers to send out flash alerts and special offers to users on the platform when
products remain unsold after their sell-by date. Stores move inventory that would have gone unsold, and
consumers enjoy lower prices, while fewer precious resources go to waste.
The business model represents the combination of a landgrab and network effects and scores 10/10
therefore in the winner-takes-most category as consumers will want to be on the platform with the most
stores, and grocery chains will not want to manage multiple platforms and will be drawn to the one with
the most consumers. While you might think this would benefit from strong word of mouth virality, that
effect we believe will be tempered by consumer's reluctance to overly publicize the fact that they shopped
for, and may be serving to others off- price foods.
While the US grocery market is upwards of $800B, out of date merchandise represents but a subset of
that so we scored it 9/10 on market size. After that it was 10's across the board for gross margin,
organizational and operational scalability.
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Island - 84/100
Island provides cybersecurity service intended to advance or redefine
cybersecurity.

Round Size

$100 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Sequoia, Insight Partners

Location

Dallas, Texas, USA

Total Raised

$100 Million

Does the world need another browser? Probably not, you'd likely reply. And that's what we thought as
well until we heard tell of Island's brilliant solution and concluded that the enterprise surely could use a
better browser.
In cybersecurity, the limiting factor is typically the careless mistakes of uneducated users. No matter how
effective your system, when employees use standard web browsers to visit unsecure sites, check their
social media accounts, and save their passwords, they are at risk.
Into this space of glaring weakness of current offerings steps Island with its enterprise secure browser.
Built in Chromium, which is based on Chrome, it's designed to be used by employees at work. Their
behavior won't change--they'll still use standard browsers to visit their preferred public sites--but they'll
use Island and be required to only use Island when logging on to company platforms and using
applications (Salesforce, SAP, etc) whose security is of mission critical importance to the company.
It earns 10/10 in winner-takes-most because employers will mandate its usage and it will become the
default. They'll still have to battle it out to get the Enterprise accounts, however, so 8/10 on Distribution
and Viral Growth was the best we could confer. As a Series A deal, we judge PM fit to still not be entirely
cemented and allotted it 8/10.
For the final variables, Island holds a strong hand with 4-of-a-kind for Market size, Gross Margin, Ops and
Org Scalabilty all scoring 10s
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Heygo - 87/100
Travel-specific live-streaming platform designed to allow local guides to
share the places they know best with tourists at home.

Round Size
Investment Series
Noted Investors
Location
Total Raised

$20 Million
Series A
Northzone Ventures, Lightspeed Partners
London, UK
$22 Million

Heygo is tackling the virtual experiences element of Airbnb by allowing people to become virtual tour
guides and take people on virtual tours to see the sights and sounds of their part of the world . What's
brilliant is that they've taken a tip-based approach to monetization, so users don't have to pay anything to
go on a Heygo tour; but they do create a social expectation to tip and encourage participants to reward
the guide with $2-5 per tour. It's an attractive proposition for guides who can put together a good sized
group.
Its' winner-take-most (10/10) because of the race to the be the first to sign up the tour guides (who are
analogous to the hosts on Airbnb). Guides will want to join the platform with the largest audience
possible, and users will join the platform with the most tour options. Now that people are used to doing
more virtually, Heygo could open up a market for seeing places up close that they're curious about but
realistically will never visit. Viral growth and Distribution (9/10) results from the freemium model that
makes it much easier to spread combined with the likelihood that people arranging a tour would be likely
to invite friends to join them. Product Market fit (8/10) --it' still early, we haven't tried it so can't fully vouch
for the experience yet, so this score could even be increased. Market size (9/10) could be large, but not
likely unbounded, given that people will probably still prefer to see things in person. So, it's a niche in the
larger travel market.
And once again, Heygo benefits from the "holy trinity" of software: Gross Margin (10/10), Org Scalability
(10/10), Ops Scalability (10/10).
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Portals Labs- 93/100

A browser-based metaverse project allowing users to build and customize
virtual spaces in a downtown metro area while exploring and interacting

Round Size

$5 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Greylock

Location

California, USA

Total Raised

$5 Million

Portals labs offers an easy "in-the-browser" Metaverse. Granted, the term Metaverse, already being used
in so many crazy ways, may rightfully fill you with dread by now. Essentially, they are creating a 3D, or
isometric, world with a very "Minecraft" or "Robloxy" kind of aesthetic where you can interact with others,
play various games, and interact with your virtual environment. Is this meaningfully different from any of
the other attempts to build Metaverses? Not really. That's why in this instance it's more a measure of the
opportunity than of the company per se.
Is the Metaverse a winner-takes-most market? Yes, (10/10) because people want to go where their friends
are. Is there viral growth and distribution? Yes, (10/10) because, again, people want to go places together
and will tell friends to join them, and even more so if they've built up their own space in the Metaverse that
they'll want to tell people about it so they come visit .
We ding this heavily on PM FIt (7/10) because it's still so early, so there's still time to revise this upwards as
we see what unfolds. Will it have the PM Fit for casual social interaction that goes beyond merely
interacting with the virtual environment? Still unknown. Do we need another Metaverse--Minecraft and
Roblox are Metaverses--why do we need one more? But the metaverse market size opportunity (10/10) is
so promising because it could be huge if it becomes the way people interact with one another in the
future. So, the billion dollar question for Portals is will it achieve high PM Fit, and "will it be the one that
actually takes off," and goes on to become as large as Roblox?
As an online software business, the "holy trinity" once again applies: Gross Margin (10/10), Org Scalability
(10/10) and Ops Scalability (10/10).
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